One of the leading theories of the neuropathology of schizophrenia is that it is a developmental disorder of "neural connectivity." To assess this theory, it is first necessary to understand how precise neural connections normally are established. Sensory-driven neural activity has been widely recognized as crucial for this process. Recent studies have revealed a similar requirement for endogenous neural activity generated by the nervous system itself, long before there is any sensory input. These patterns of sensory-driven and endogenously generated neural activity sculpt the precise circuits that are crucial to the many complex functions of the adult brain. This article summarizes the principles of activity-dependent neural development as determined from basic neuroscience experiments, particularly those done using the mammalian visual system, to illustrate the role of patterned activity, neuronal competition, and critical periods in shaping neural circuitry. The potential molecular mechanisms involved in these features of activity-dependent neurodevelopment are discussed and possible links to the etiology of schizophrenia are briefly explored.
Although there is a vast literature on the neuropathology of schizophrenia, no single pathological marker for the disorder has been identified. The most robust findings are ventricular enlargement and decreased cortical and hippocampal volumes; changes that seem to occur before the first episode of schizophrenic psychosis (reviewed in Harrison 1999) . Multiple brain regions have been implicated in the disorder: frontal and temporal cortex; hippocampus and other limbic structures; thalamus; basal ganglia; and cerebellum (Harrison 1999) . These findings suggest that schizophrenia may be a diffuse, nonfocal process. However, the neuropathology studies do not demonstrate a diffuse process of neurodegeneration (Woods 1998; Harrison 1999; Pearlson 2000) . It has therefore been proposed that the etiology of the disorder is related to abnormalities in the development of distributed cortical, limbic, and subcortical circuits and the expression or regulation of their neurotransmitter systems (Woods 1998; Harrison 1999; Andreasen 2000; Benes 2000; Pearlson 2000) . Such abnormal connections within and between brain regions could arise from the mechanisms that shape precise neural connections in early brain development, perhaps starting in utero, and that continue as the brain matures.
The processes required for forming precise neural connections is understood in general outline. First, cells must be generated by successive cell divisions and their identity must be determined-as neurons and then as particular classes of neurons. Second, neurons from one region must extend axons along specific pathways to appropriate target regions to form the links of a functional system. These first two steps, cell type determination and pathway formation, are often referred to as "activity-independent" processes because, in general, neuronal activity (i.e., transmission between presynaptic and postsynaptic partners through action potentials and neurotransmitter release) is not required for these processes to occur. Rather, signals for differentiation, cell type determination, and axonal guidance are given by genetically specified molecular cues that appear to provide for the reliable construction of a stereotyped framework (Goodman and Shatz 1993) . There is little evidence that schizophrenia arises from gross errors in these first two steps of neurodevelopment-cell specification or pathway formation-although these possibilities should be explored using modern anatomical and genetic techniques given the genetic pattern of susceptibility to the disease Send reprint requests to Dr. A. Penn, Fellow, Neonatology, Division of Neonatology, 750 Welch Road, Suite 315, Palo Alto, CA 94304-5731; e-mail: apenn@stanford.edu. (O'Donovan and Owen 1996) . Rather, it has been suggested that the cerebral volume loss seen in schizophrenia is the result of abnormal sculpting of synaptic connections (Harrison 1999) .
The third step in forming precise neural connections-focused on in this article-is the refinement of these early neural connections to form the specific patterns of connectivity that characterize the mature brain. When subcortical and cortical brain regions first connect, the initial pattern of connections is often imprecise. Precise connections are sculpted by elaboration, retraction, and remodeling of axons and dendrites. These processes of elaboration, retraction, and remodeling of neural connections within their targets is thought to a great extent to be "activity dependent" because the ultimate patterns of connections can be disrupted by blockade of neuronal activity (Goodman and Shatz 1993; Katz and Shatz 1996) ..Specific electrical activity in neurons is thought to fine-tune connections by adding or strengthening some neural connections and eliminating others. It is changes in these processes that are now being considered as a possible etiology of schizophrenia. A diffuse abnormality of functional neural connections-as expressed in certain brain regions or in particular neurotransmitter systems-is a candidate for the basis of the impaired information processing that occurs in schizophrenia.
Why has it taken more than 100 years to start exploring the possibility that schizophrenia might arise from the abnormal sculpting of neural connections? Traditional histological and radiological studies in humans visualize only the most profound disruptions in connectivity-those that result in major structural defects. However, animal experiments indicate that large changes in the detailed patterns of synaptic connections can occur when neural activity is blocked while leaving gross brain structure intact (Shatz and Stryker 1988) . In addition, "activityindependent" abnormalities often result in abnormal neuronal circuitry, making primary and secondary causes of neurologic diseases difficult to untangle. Modern neuroimaging, both in humans and animals, is yielding information about functional changes in neural circuitry. High-resolution noninvasive functional imaging techniques-positron emission tomography, functional magnetic resonance imaging, and spectroscopy-are providing information on potential functional abnormalities in schizophrenia (Soares and Innis 1999) . These types of studies should allow future analysis of abnormal functional connections in schizophrenia and other major psychiatric disorders.
On the other hand, the scientific details of how these functional connections that underlie cognition, learning, memory, and social interaction are shaped are likely to remain difficult to study in humans. These processes must at some level depend on changes in the patterns and efficacy of neural connections. To study how these changes occur, neuroscientists have turned to animal models-particularly in studying the formation of the visual system and the neuromuscular junction (recently reviewed in Penn and Shatz 1999) . There is also a vast body of research on synaptic plasticity in the hippocampus and at invertebrate synapses, changes in which are proposed to be the molecular basis of learning and memory (reviewed in Malenka 1994; Kandel and Pittenger 1999) . From this body of research, general principles for activity-dependent development of neural connections have emerged and the molecular bases of these changes are being actively explored.
Principles of Activity-Dependent Development: Critical Periods, Competition, and Patterns of Activity Critical Periods for Behavioral Development and for Synaptic Refinement. The critical period for developing a particular behavior is the time when normal neural activity is required for the formation of the normal adult pattern. Deprivation of normal neural activity during the critical period produces permanent effects, whereas deprivation after the critical period produces little or no effect. Harlow's famous monkey experiments from the 1950's provide the most striking example of a critical period for complex behavior (Harlow 1958) . Newborn monkeys deprived of normal social contact during infancy developed severely pathological behaviors that could not be reversed, whereas older monkeys deprived of interactions were unaffected. The social interactions of which the monkeys were deprived can be thought of, in simple terms, as sensory input. Although the neurological changes that form the basis for this pathological behavior are not known, there is a striking parallel to the critical periods of synaptic refinement in the mammalian visual system, a process that has been studied in great detail. A well-known example of sensory-input driven rearrangements that occur during a critical period is the dramatic loss of functional vision (e.g., amblyopia) in one eye that occurs when a child younger than 18 months with a cataract goes untreated for more than 1 to 2 weeks (Daw 1995) . In contrast to the infant with a cataract, normal vision is restored in the adult who has the cataract removed, even if it has been present for many years, because the neural connections in the mature visual pathway do not change (Daw 1995) . The studies of monocular visual deprivation in kittens, discussed later in this article, show that even temporary disruption of appropriate sensory input can permanently affect cortical patterns of connections if it occurs during the appropriate critical period (Hubel and Wiesel 1965) . The plasticity of connections inherent in the critical period is followed by relative stability in the mature pattern of connections. However, recent experiments from the somatosensory system demonstrate that the fine-tuning of synaptic connections is not strictly limited to the first few years after birth (reviewed in Weinberger 1995) . Like the brain regions involved in learning and memory, other regions can adjust the way they process information based on sensory input-adding or strengthening specific connections and possibly eliminating others.
The synaptic plasticity present in the nervous system endows it with the ability to adapt to the many variations of the external world, such as in language acquisition during childhood or the ability to recover from a stroke when one region of cortex subsumes the functions of a damaged area. However, this plasticity also leaves the nervous system uniquely vulnerable to injury from abnormal patterns of activity (see following), particularly during early development. In the human, this period of neuronal vulnerability most likely extends from the end of the second trimester of gestation well into childhood (Huttenlocher and Dabholkar 1997) . This fact is striking when considering that schizophrenia does not usually appear until young adulthood. It is unclear whether there is a critical period for the development of the disease. If there are activitydependent processes that are disturbed during early development, perhaps they continue to be disturbed in the maturing brain of a person with schizophrenia, providing a later window for the expression of the disease as well as a possible therapeutic window for intervention.
Competition Shapes Connections.
What is the neural basis of these activity-driven changes in functional connections? Although this question is difficult to answer for the complex sensory inputs that shape behavior, it is being actively studied in the visual system. Many experiments, beginning with those of Wiesel (1965, 1970) , have indicated that visual experience plays a key role in segregation of connections in the visual system during a specific critical period (Goodman and Shatz 1993) . The mammalian visual pathway has long been used as a model to study activity-dependent synaptic refinement. Because the pathway's anatomy is well defined, activity dependence of precise visual connectivity has been documented and specific patterns of neural activity have been described.
In the mammalian visual system, retinal ganglion cell (RGC) axons from each eye synapse onto cells in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN). The LGN neurons then project to layer 4 of the visual cortex (reviewed in Rodieck 1979) . A striking aspect of this pathway is a precise retinotopic map in each region as well as segregation of the inputs coming from each eye. The axons from nasally placed ganglion cells project to contralateral LGN and axons from temporally placed ganglion cells project to the ipsilateral LGN, whereas the nearest neighbor relations of the RGC are preserved, projecting a retinotopic map of one hemisphere of the visual world onto the opposite LGN. Within the LGN, the axons from the two eyes terminate in a set of separate, alternating layers in which LGN neurons receive purely monocular inputs. In turn, the LGN projection to layer 4 of the primary visual cortex again retains the retinotopic map. In addition, the patterns of connections form ocular dominance columns (ODCs), alternating 0.5-mm-wide columns of cortical neurons driven only by input from one eye, and form orientation columns (or "pinwheels")-groupings of neurons driven by stimuli of the same orientation. However, in the initial development of the visual system, neither the layers in the LGN nor the patterns of connections in the cortex are present and the retinotopic map is crude (reviewed in Chalupa and White 1990) . Rather, the projecting axons are intermingled and the postsynaptic neurons receive binocular innervation (for LGN, see Shatz and Kirkwood 1984; Sretavan and Shatz 1986 ; for cortex, see LeVay et al. 1978; Stryker and Harris 1986; Antonini and Stryker 1993) . The segregation of axons into eye-specific layers in the LGN precedes the formation of the cortical ODC.
Axonal segregation in this system is thought to be achieved by an activity-mediated competitive process involving the formation, and elimination, of specific synapses. The process is competitive in the sense that unequal levels of activity, or use, results in the dominance of connections from the more active eye at the expense of those from the less active eye. Interactions between axons are thought to strengthen those inputs that are simultaneously active and activate the postsynaptic neuron. This strengthening occurs at the expense of those synapses that are not active synchronously-these synapses are consequently weakened and eliminated. Such synapses are strengthened by the synchronous firing of both presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons ("Hebbian" synapses [Hebb 1949] ). The colloquial phrase that sums up this concept is "cells that fire together, wire together" and, as a corollary, "those that don't, won't." When this process is disrupted by unequal activity levels in the two sets of inputs, the active inputs have a competitive advantage and gain more connections.
Hubel and Wiesel's seminal experiments in the 1960s launched the study of neural competition in brain development. Closing one eye in a kitten during its early postnatal development profoundly disrupted the pattern of ODC; the eye that had visual input dominated the cortex, whereas the closed eye lost its connections (Hubel and Wiesel 1965) . These cortical connections can be changed with less than a single week of deprivation (Hubel and Wiesel 1970; Blakemore and Van Sluyters 1975; Antonini and Stryker 1993) . It is the balance of activity, not just vision itself, that is shown to be crucial in shaping these connections. When both eyes are closed during the critical period, there is no imbalance in ocular activity because RGCs are spontaneously active in the dark (Mastronarde 1989) , and the ODC still form, but much more slowly (Mower et al. 1985) . Likewise, in other mammalian models, the ODC starts to form without visual input (in utero in monkeys: Horton and Hocking 1996; before eye-opening in ferrets: Crowley and Katz 2000) , and there is debate about whether this earliest segregation is activity dependent, but it could be driven by the spontaneous retinal activity that is present during these times (see following). ODC segregation can be blocked by eliminating all ascending activity in the visual pathway. Stryker and Harris (1986) used a sodium channel blocker to eliminate all activity coming from the retina during the critical period in ferrets. When the optic nerves were then stimulated electrically, the normal shift from initial binocular innervation of cortical neurons to the emergence of monocularly driven cells occurred, indicating that neural activity can drive this process (Stryker and Strickland 1984) . However, the electrical stimulation must be applied to the optic nerves in an alternating manner to induce this segregation. If the optic nerves are stimulated synchronously, cortical neurons remain binocularly innervated. The eye-specific LGN layers that have already formed, and are presumably past their critical period for remodeling, remain stable. Similarly, recent experiments demonstrate that synchronous stimulation of RGC axons can disrupt the development of precisely patterned cortical connections that underlie orientation tuning in the visual cortex (Weliky and Katz 1997). Again, another set of specific functional circuits appears to need asynchronous, competitive electrical activity to form its precise connections.
Some of the strongest evidence for the role of neural competition in generating precise connections comes from studies of lower vertebrates (reviewed in Cline 1991). Neural activity is required for topographic map development in the optic tectum (the equivalent of the superior colliculus in mammals) and for the segregation of eyespecific stripes that can be experimentally induced in frog tectum. (The "three-eyed" frog model is produced by grafting a third eye that sends its RGC axons to the tectum, normally monocular in frogs, such that the axons from the two eyes now innervating a single tectum segregate into eye-specific stripe.) In lower vertebrates, patterned connections require activity to be maintained even after they have formed because the tectum continues to grow throughout life. If activity is blocked, retinotectal map refinement is eliminated. In the three-eyed frog tectum, the eye-specific stripes desegregate. Synchronizing the activity of all ganglion cells by rearing fish or threeeyed frogs under strobe lights prevents topographic map refinement in the fish and eye-specific stripe formation in frogs. It is again the temporal pattern of neural activity that is critical for axonal refinement.
Taken together, these observations demonstrate that not just activity per se, but specific aspects of the timing of electrical activity, are necessary for axonal segregation. Synapse formation on the basis of spatiotemporally correlated activity may be a general mechanism used throughout the vertebrate nervous system to establish precise connections (Goodman and Shatz 1993; Katz and Shatz 1996) .
Patterns of Neural Activity
Spontaneously Generated Activity. How early in development is neural activity needed for the refinement of connections? Spontaneously generated activity that occurs before there is any sensory input has been described in a variety of locations in the developing central nervous system, including cortex, hippocampus, cerebellum, thalamus, superior colliculus, locus ceruleus, spinal cord, and cochlea (reviewed in Feller 1999) . Although the patterns of activity vary, each pattern provides strong spatiotemporal correlations that may shape synaptogenesis. Again, evidence from studies of the visual system provides strong support for the concept that neural activity is crucial for the formation of precise connections.
In the case of the developing visual system, even before the development of photoreceptors, the RGCs are spontaneously active; this activity may be transmitted through the entire developing visual pathway (Mooney et al. 1996) . As mentioned, ODC still form in the binocular eye-closure experiments and the retina may be the source of the spontaneous activity that could drive this process. Even more strikingly, this spontaneous activity is required for the earlier formation of patterned visual system connections. Recall that before ODC formation, RGC axons segregate to form the eye-specific layers in the LGN. This process occurs entirely during the period before photoreceptors mature, yet it depends on neural activity. Infusion of tetrodotoxin (TTX) into the LGN, which blocks both presynaptic and postsynaptic sodium action potentials, blocks this layer formation (Shatz and Stryker 1988) . Individual axons in TTX-treated LGN branch widely, rather than retracting inappropriate branches and growing selectively into their appropriate eye-specific layers (Sretavan et al. 1988) . In recent experiments, we selectively blocked only the RGC activity (Penn et al. 1998) . When activity was blocked in both retinas, layers also failed to form, indicating a requirement for the presynaptic action potentials. But when the spontaneous retinal activity was blocked only in one eye, the projection from the active retina expanded greatly into territory normally belonging to the other eye, and the projection from the inactive retina was significantly reduced. These experiments demonstrate that spontaneous activity can produce highly stereotyped patterns of connections long before the onset of visual experience. They also imply that disruptions in the competitive mechanisms of axonal segregation, either prenatally or postnatally, may result in profound disruptions in the appropriate patterning of neural connections.
Furthermore, it is the information contained in the patterns of neural activity-the spatiotemporal correlations-that appears to be required for activity-dependent competition to occur (Goodman and Shatz 1993) . For example, early pattern of spontaneous retinal activity is well suited to drive segregation not only because it is present during the appropriate period, but also because it has particular spatiotemporal characteristics. Ex utero microelectrode recordings from fetal rat retinas indicated that cells in the ganglion cell layer fire together long before there is any visual input that could correlate their activity (Maffei and Galli-Resta 1990) . A particular spatiotemporal pattern of firing resembling a "wave" of neural activity traveling across the retina was revealed by simultaneous recordings from hundreds of neurons in developing retinas in vitro, using either a multielectrode array or optical recording techniques (Meister et al. 1991; Feller et al. 1996) . Individual RGCs fire bursts of action potentials of 2 to 8 seconds, separated by extended quiescence periods of 40 to 90 seconds (Wong et al. 1993) . Measurements from groups of cells show that neighboring cells fire action potentials together and undergo increases in levels of intracellular calcium synchronously (Meister et al. 1991; Feller et al. 1996) . The overall pattern of activity resembles a "wave" that travels across local regions of the retina at about 100 to 300 |im/s involving cells situated within approximately 300 um of each other (Wong et al. 1993 ). These waves "tile" the retina with highly restricted domains of activity whose borders change over time (Feller et al. 1996) . Similar spontaneous, correlated retinal activity has been seen in all mammals studied (cat, ferret, and mouse; Meister et al. 1991; Mooney et al. 1996) , as well as in turtles and chicks (Sernagor and Grzywacz 1996; Catsicas et al. 1998) , emphasizing that it may be a well-conserved mechanism for refining neural connectivity before vision.
This pattern of endogenous retinal activity is well suited to drive segregation because it is present during the appropriate period and, more importantly, because of these particular spatiotemporal characteristics. The short duration of the activity compared with the long intervening periods of silence makes it unlikely that presynaptic cells from the two eyes will be active simultaneously. Spurious correlations between eyes are unlikely given that the location, timing, and direction of wave spread is highly variable (Meister et al. 1991; Wong et al. 1993; Feller et al. 1996) . Within a retina, correlations in the timing of the bursts are stronger between neighboring retinal neurons than for distant neurons. As mentioned earlier, lasting increases in synaptic strength are thought to require that presynaptic inputs be sufficiently correlated so that there is an overlap in postsynaptic response. For synaptic weakening, the inputs from the two eyes onto a single postsynaptic neuron should be significantly uncorrelated, resulting in the weakening of one of the two inputs. Thus, the correlations created by the retinal waves could underlie cooperative synaptic strengthening thought to be necessary to group monocularly driven cells into eye-specific layers in the LGN and, at slightly later ages, into ODC.
The details of the mechanisms that generate correlated, spontaneous activity are actively being investigated in the visual system as well as in other nervous system regions. Recent experiments reveal that synaptic transmission is necessary to produce the retinal waves and that several neurotransmitter systems may be involved (Feller et al. 1996; Wong et al. 2000) . A synaptic circuit between RGC and the cholinergic amacrine cells (a type of interneuron) is necessary for the generation and the propagation of the waves; blockade of cholinergic transmission blocks the waves (Feller et al. 1996; Penn et al. 1998 ). In addition, -y-aminobutyric acid (GABA) and modulators of cAMP can change the properties of the waves (Stellwagen et al. 1999; Wong et al. 2000) . In contrast, spontaneous activity in the developing cortex appears to depend on chemical signals transmitted through gap junctions (reviewed in Katz and Shatz 1996) . In immature cortical slices, domains of neurons that tangentially span the thickness of the cortical layers and horizontally are within a 50-to 200-mm circular diameter undergo synchronous calcium increases. It has been suggested that these cortical domains of activity help to shape the columnar structure of cortical connections.
These studies emphasize the extent to which even very immature circuits can produce sophisticated patterns of spontaneous activity. Because spontaneous, highly patterned activity occurs in many areas of the nervous system, disruption of particular patterns of endogenous activity could result in abnormalities in neural circuitry. It is interesting to speculate about whether any of the associations between perinatal insults and schizophrenia could be due to such disruptions. For example, damage could result from prepartum use of drugs that interfere with synaptic transmission (i.e., nicotine) or change gap-junctional connections (i.e., alcohol), such as the mild cognitive impairments in prenatal nicotine or alcohol exposure that have been documented (Levin et al. 1993; Olson et al. 1997 ).
Additional damage could also occur with other insults that result in reduced oxygen delivery to the fetus, changes in metabolic status, and thus, changes in neuronal activity. Perhaps such interruption in spontaneous activity, in combination with other developmental defects, could result in functional miswiring of multiple subcortical and cortical regions.
Sensory-Driven Activity. After sensory input becomes available, features of the external environment drive the activity that shapes connections. Extreme manipulations of sensory stimulation or deprivation, as well as simple, everyday events, can cause strengthening or weakening of synaptic connections depending on the circumstances. For example, shapes and forms provide multiple sources of correlated activity for the visual system; the edge of this page of paper, a linear image, can correlate the firing of many RGCs. Profound anatomic and functional changes in connectivity within the visual cortex occur if the system is deprived of input during its critical periods, as discussed previously. Such profound changes also occur if the system "overstimulated" in an extreme manner, such as raising kittens in an environment containing only vertical lines, which selects for cortical neurons preferentially responding to vertical stimuli and leaves the rest of the visual cortex silent . In many other developing systems, neuronal receptive field properties and the underlying connections are also sensitive to alterations of sensory input (somatosensory system: Fox 1994; auditory system: King 1993). How such sensitivities are reflected in the complex sensory input necessary to shape human thought and behavior remains largely unknown, but the insights from simpler developing sensory systems can help to launch experiments directed at understanding these sensitivities. The brain's use of these two sources of activity, spontaneous and sensory-driven, should not be viewed as occurring in mutually exclusive periods. Studies of language acquisition suggests that before birth (when spontaneous activity plays a dominant role in shaping connections), circuitry may also be modulated by auditory input that filters into the uterus resulting in a newborn's preference for particular sounds used in his mother's language (Moon et al. 1993) . After birth, endogenous activity may still play a role in shaping connections. The highly synchronous activity of seizures may, in part, be responsible for the progressive nature of some epileptic syndromes (Oguni et al. 1996) and circuits in the neonate that are highly tuned to respond to correlated activity may be particularly disrupted by seizures (reviewed in Swann et al. 1999) . This interplay between spontaneously generated and sensory-driven activity is most likely the result of shared mechanisms underlying activity-dependent synaptic competition.
Mechanisms of Activity-Dependent Competition.
The mechanisms underlying activity-dependent synaptic competition must share several properties: they must allow for competition and they must lead to long-term physiological and structural changes in connectivity. Direct or indirect interactions between incoming axons on to common postsynaptic targets must drive the retraction of all but one (or one class of) axon while allowing stabilization or even elaboration of the remaining axonal terminals. On a cellular and molecular level, this process appears to require the ability of neurons to detect coincident activity and for postsynaptic neurons to provide feedback to the presynaptic neurons regarding the information they have received. It is likely that many molecular mechanisms and messengers play critical roles in activity-dependent development and most are yet to be identified, particularly those that may contribute to neuropsychiatric disorders. However, two systems-the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) and the hippocampus-are being studied in great detail and at least give some clues as to the types of processes and molecules that must be involved in sculpting connections.
The individual steps required for synaptic refinement have been best studied at the NMJ (reviewed in Nguyen and Lichtman 1996) . Again, initial axonal projections are diffuse and become precise: individual muscle fibers receive innervation from multiple motoneurons before birth and are then refined through an activity-dependent process so that each muscle fiber ultimately receives input from only one axon. In vivo imaging indicates that neurotransmitter receptor sites on the postsynaptic membrane (i.e., the muscle's acetylcholine receptors) first decrease, the presynaptic axon's terminals are eliminated, and finally the nerve terminal resorbs into the main axonal trunk. Asynchronous receptor activation seems to be the signal that allows the muscle to destabilize particular synaptic sites: if presynaptic terminals release transmitter but the postsynaptic receptors are focally blocked then these blocked synapses are selectively eliminated. Elimination of the blocked synapse only occurs when there is activity at the rest of the junction, suggesting that activity is necessary not only to maintain early stabilization, but can destabilize inactive sites. The current working model for physiological and structural refinement here consists of three parts (Nguyen and Lichtman 1996) : (1) when synapses are active they are protected from elimination, but when they are inactive they receive a "withdrawal" signal; (2) when neither input is active, both remain stationary because no withdrawal signals are present; and (3) when both axons are simultaneously active, they are both protected from elimination. This dependence on the balance of activity, not on activity per se, is strikingly similar to the requirement for patterned activity in the developing visual system. Similar processes must be involved at a variety of central synapses that undergo activity-dependent refinement. If there are defects in the components that underlie refinement-the receptors, the withdrawal signals, or the stabilization signals-widespread changes in connectivity could occur.
Some of the receptors that can be involved in changes in synaptic strength have been studied in detail in the mature hippocampus. In area CA1 of the hippocampus, high-frequency electrical stimulation leads to lasting increases in synaptic strength, known as long-term potentiation (LTP) (Malenka 1994) . In contrast, lower frequency stimulation can cause long-term depression (LTD), a lasting decrease in synaptic strength. LTP requires cooperativity (a certain number of synapses must be active to induce LTP), associativity (the coincident firing of a weak synapse along with stronger synapses on a convergent input will potentiate both sets of synapses), and input-specificity (only synchronously active inputs are potentiated), all of which are thought to operate at developing synapses as well. Additionally, LTP and LTD can occur homosynaptically (at the same synapse that is stimulated) and heterosynaptically (at other synapses on the same postsynaptic cell that is being depolarized by the active synapse) (Abraham 1996) , allowing for the strengthening and weakening of multiple synapses, as is necessary in the refinement of developing connections. Indeed, in the developing visual system, both retinogeniculate and geniculocortical synapses demonstrate forms of synaptic enhancement similar to hippocampal LTP (Mooney et al. 1993; Kirkwood et al. 1995) . In the developing neocortex, LTP and LTD have both been described, and both are easier during the period when neocortical synapses are being refined (Crair and Malenka 1995; Dudek and Friedlander 1996) . Thus, there is a striking, though yet unproven, possibility that the mechanisms of LTP and LTD that are thought to underlie learning and memory in the hippocampus are also at work during development.
For LTP and LTD to occur, there must be a mechanism by which coincident activity of the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons is sensed: a physiological "coincidence detector." One such coincidence detector is the glutamatergic Af-methyl-D-aspartate (NMDA) receptor in the hippocampus (reviewed in Malenka 1994) . This receptor fluxes Ca 2+ ions only when glutamate, released by the active presynaptic neuron, binds to the receptor and the postsynaptic neuron is depolarized simultaneously, relieving a voltage-dependent Mg 2+ gating of the channel pore. When NMDA receptors are blocked, LTP and LTD cannot be elicited at the CA1 synapse (Malenka 1994) . The level of Ca 2+ influx into the postsynaptic neurons appears to determine whether LTP (high Ca 2+ ) or LTD (low Ca 2+ ) occurs (Bear 1995) . Like the hippocampal synapse, the retinogeniculate and thalamocortical synapses use glutamate as their neurotransmitter. In at least some LGN neurons, physiological synaptic enhancement depends on NMDA receptor activation (Mooney et al. 1993 ) and some thalamic and cortical patterns of synaptic refinement can be effected by infusion of NMDA receptor antagonists at critical developmental times (LGN: Hahm et al. 1991; cortex: Kleinschmidt et al. 1987; Bear et al. 1990 ). The requirement for NMDA receptor-mediated plasticity is perhaps best defined for the optic tectum of lower vertebrates. In the three-eyed frog model, the eye-specific stripes in the tectum not only desegregate when all activity is blocked with TTX, as discussed earlier, but they also desegregate when NMDA receptor antagonists are applied (reviewed in Cline 1991) . Although the NMDA receptor is the best studied of the "coincidence detector" molecules, there are many examples of plasticity mechanisms that do not require NMDA receptors (e.g., LTP in the hippocampal mossy fibers in CA3 and LTD in the cerebellum) (Malenka 1994; Ito 1996) . Many additional molecular mechanisms of coincidence detection will likely be critical for activity-dependent synaptic refinement used for both development and learning.
Although coincidence detection allows for anterograde information flow about correlated activity between the presynaptic and postsynaptic neurons, to effect synaptic change there should also be a retrograde signal that allows communication back from the postsynaptic neuron to the active presynaptic terminals. Much attention has been focused on neurotrophins as potential retrograde signals that could be regulated by neuronal activity and cause selective stabilization and growth at specific synapses. There is evidence accumulating that neurotrophins, particularly brain-derived neurotrophic factor (BDNF), are good candidates for molecules that modulate activity-dependent developmental plasticity (Shatz 1997) . For example, in the visual system the receptors for BDNF and neurotrophin-4 (NT-4) are expressed in a developmentally regulated manner, and infusion of BDNF and NT-4 (but not other neurotrophins such as nerve growth factor or NT-3) or blocking their receptor can block ODC development. As discussed by Shatz (1997) , the competitive axonal interactions may depend on a limited supply of neurotrophins so that infusion of excess neurotrophins removes the competition for a limited agent. But neurotrophins are unlikely to function on the short 10-to 100-ms scale on which coincidence detection must occur because their receptors undergo prolonged activation when the ligand binds (Shatz 1997) . Other candidates for rapid retrograde signals-nitric oxide, adenosine triphosphate, and proteases-have been identified in other systems (NMJ: reviewed in Nguyen and Lichtman 1996; hippocampus: Kang and Schuman 1995; Korte et al. 1995; Kantor et al. 1996) . The neurodevelopmental role of such potential retrograde signals is currently being explored.
The functioning of particular mechanisms of molecular signaling, such as reliance on glutamate receptors or on precise levels of BDNF, may increase the susceptibility of the developing brain to particular insults. Exacerbating this disruption may be the role that presynaptic activity can play in the regulation of postsynaptic ion receptor subtypes, which control ion flow and neuronal excitability (Spitzer et al. 1994) . Whether the changes in neurotransmitter systems that have been identified in the brains of patients with schizophrenia (reviewed in Benes 2000) are the basis for abnormal neurodevelopment or result from abnormal neurodevelopment, or some combination of both, is unknown. Likewise, abnormalities in neurotrophins such as BDNF have been noted in the corticolimbic structures of patients with schizophrenia (Aloe et al. 2000; Takahashi et al. 2000) , but their relationship to the disease remains largely unexplored.
The Subplate: A Potential Link between ActivityDependent Development and Schizophrenia. One of the other places in the developing brain where BDNF has recently been implicated in activity-dependent development is in a transient cortical structure called the subplate. The subplate consists of some of the earliest neurons to be produced by the cortex and the first to mature and make functional connections (reviewed in Allendoerfer and Shatz 1994) . It sits below the cortical mantle during the late second to early third trimester of gestation and then undergoes massive programmed cell death, although tens of thousands of subplate neurons can be identified in the human adult brain as white matter interstitial neurons (Kostovic and Rakic 1980) . Studies of postmortem brains from people with schizophrenia have shown striking reductions of these interstitial neurons, particularly in the prefrontal cortex, an area thought to be prominently involved in the pathology of schizophrenia (Akbarian et al. 1993 (Akbarian et al. , 1996 . Multiple experiments, again performed in the developing visual system, indicate that the subplate plays a critical role in the formation of connections between the thalamic axons and the cortical neurons (reviewed in Allendoerfer and Shatz 1994) . Therefore, it has been hypothesized that there is decreased subplate activity in the developing schizophrenia brain and that this could lead to abnormalities in the neural connectivity between thalamus and cortex (Bunney and Bunney 2000).
The subplate is thought to have two potential roles in the formation of connections between the thalamus and the cortex. Initially, it appears to pioneer the pathways between the appropriate thalamic structure and its cortical target, defining cortical regions, and it provides a transient stopping place for the thalamic axons, which actually reach their target cortical region prior to the development of their cortical target neurons. The subplate has also been implicated in the formation of ODCs, suggesting a critical role in the shaping of patterned, functional synaptic connections (Ghosh and Shatz 1994) . When the subplate is ablated after the LGN axons grow into the visual cortex, but are still intermixed in the period before ODC formation, then the ODCs do not form Shatz 1992, 1994) . Recent experiments showed that BDNF is increased precisely in the region where the subplate neurons are deleted (Lein et al. 1999) . If BDNF is a retrograde signal in activity-dependent refinement and it plays a limiting role in the sculpting of specific connections, then such increases in its expression would result in a disruption in the activity-dependent signals necessary for the synaptic refinement of the ODCs. It was also noted in these experiments that there was an upregulation of the inhibitory neurotransmitter, GABA, expression (Lein et al. 1999) , perhaps to counter the increase in activity thought to lead to BDNF overexpression (McAllister 1999) . This finding is interesting in light of the disturbances of neurotransmitter systems in the schizophrenia brain, although no precise links between the increase in glutamateric or dopaminergic transmission or the changes in GABA expression (Benes 2000) and potential retrograde signals like BDNF have been established. As more of the links between the subplate, activity-dependent synaptic refinement, and signal expression are defined, it may be possible to better interpret the changes seen in postmortem schizophrenia brains in terms of abnormalities of synaptic refinement.
Conclusion
Activity-dependent development can be disrupted at many points. For example, it could be disrupted by abnormalities caused by failure of specific neurons, such as subplate neurons, to form (an activity-independent process), but on which the later sculpting of connections depends. As reviewed here, activity-dependent development could also be disrupted by changes in spontaneous or sensoryderived correlated activity during critical developmental periods. Subtle disruptions in the particular spatiotemporal patterns of activity or major disruptions in the overall balance of activity could result in abnormal connectivity. Such disruption of patterned neural activity may result from interference with synaptic transmission, with coincidence detection, or with retrograde signals, as might happen with prepartum use of drugs (such as nicotine or benzodiazepines) or viral exposure, perinatal hypoxia, or postnatal exposure to a variety of medications. Disruptions of neural activity would affect the fine-tuning of neural circuits, not the large-scale morphology of the brain. The current techniques in neuropathology and neuroradiology are just beginning to be able to detect the subtle, yet critical, changes that must be occurring and that may contribute to psychiatric illness. Consequently, the development of high-resolution techniques to monitor the functioning of neural circuits on a fine scale during development is critical to sorting out the many factors that contribute to complex diseases such as schizophrenia. It is only then that we will be able to fully determine whether, or how much, of schizophrenia is a neurodevelopmental disorder and, if it is, whether it truly depends on activitydriven synaptic refinement so that better treatment or even prevention strategies can be developed.
Announcement

th Congress of the Association of European Psychicatrists -AEP Stockholm, Sweden 4-8 May 2002
Exchange of knowledge and experience among the more than 50.000 psychiatrists working in Europe in a variety of health care systems has a great potential for growth and development of European psychiatry. The AEP (Association of European Psychiatrists) is the largest international organisation of psychiatrists in Europe, working with the objective of stimulating and integrating educational, scientific and policy activities in the whole domain of psychiatry within a European framework.
The 11th Congress of the AEP will take place in Stockholm, Sweden, 4-8 May, 2002. The theme for this Congress is "European Psychiatry, Science and Humanity in Health Care". The integration of these concepts within the rapidly developing scientific bases for diagnosis, treatment and care of mental disorders is a challenging task for this Congress. Thousands of European Psychiatrists are expected to come to this Congress. There will be a focus on the YOUNG GENERATION OF PSYCHIATRISTS through quality assured EDUCATIONAL COURSES in a number of different fields of psychiatry. The NOBEL LAUREATES in physiology or medicine 2000, Arvid Carlsson, Paul Greengard and Eric Kandel have kindly agreed to come to Stockholm in 2002. They will present their views of how brain research can stimulate future developments of psychiatry in plenary lectures at this Congress.
We now invite our colleagues all over Europe to enrol in this event and to submit abstracts for thematic sessions and interactive poster presentations until 5 November 2001. Come and participate in further developing the identity and tradition of European Psychiatry and in creating networks for action in the field of psychiatry.
The Scientific Committee will guarantee a scientific programme of the highest standard. An exciting cultural programme will complement the endeavours in science. By joining various components of this programme or by exploring on your own, you will also be able to enjoy the charm and the Nobel spirit of Stockholm. 
